
Say goodbye to time-consuming paperwork and hello to fast fleet file sharing with PS 
Media Manager, which sends files to your drivers with just one click.

Connect with us to see PS Media Manager and learn how we help your fleet stay safe 
and compliant on the road ahead.

Easily share important training videos, documentation, 
cab cards, reminders, and more from a single dashboard 
that supports all major file types, including PDF, PNG, 
MP4, and MP3.

ALL YOUR FLEET’S MEDIA IN ONE PLACE

With PS Media Manager, you can effortlessly share training 
videos, important documents, annual reminders, and more 
with a click of a button. Your drivers always have access to 
the information they need, regardless of where they are. 

GIVE YOUR DRIVERS WHAT THEY NEED

Understand what your drivers find useful and what needs 
improvement with driver ratings that provide real-time 
insight for each piece of media you share.

TRACK ENGAGEMENT WITH 
DRIVER-RATED MEDIA

Organizing and finding the right information can be 
challenging, but PS Media Manager makes it easy. 
Segmenting your media categories and filters help you 
and your drivers quickly find what you're looking for. 

EASILY FIND AND ORGANIZE 
THE RIGHT INFORMATION

Setting WiFi download-only options for individual 
media pieces—or entire categories like videos — 
reduces data usage while ensuring drivers have 
access to important information.

AVOID COSTLY DATA OVERAGES

Connect with Drivers on the Go 
Through PS Media Manager
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Feature Spotlight
PS MEDIA MANAGER

WiFi Assist helps your fleet stop using data to download 
media by providing a fleet-approved WiFi source to 
download safety documentation, yard layouts, and any 
other media while your drivers are on break. 

WIFI MEDIA DOWNLOADS

Using smart links within PS Workflow or Messages 
makes it easy for drivers to access the media they 
need with a single click. 

SMART LINKING

Media Manager is a great place to store Platform 
Science training videos so drivers can review a clip 
before calling the back office when they have 
questions about applications.

PLATFORM SCIENCE TRAINING VIDEOS
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